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§4. P R O O F O F T H E M A I N T H E O R E M 
4.0. We consider the situation described in § 3.0 and use the introduced 
conventions, see §§ 1.0, 1.7, 2.1, 2.6. 
We shall assume (without loss of generality; cf., e.g, [9] —the construction in Ch. 
IV, § \.9) that all the chains i^jije J) are complete (we shall need this for the con-
struction of elements Cj, cf. below; nevertheless, it would be sufficient to use only 
certain one-element extensions of the chains i^j). 
For anyf e J, let c} e Vj be such that (for each x e X) 
/>){§} 0-//x){j}c,. 
[Such Cj exists. Namely, if cj = sup {fj(x); x e X , fj(x) = - 1 } , cj = inf {fj(x); 
x G X,/*(x) = 1} (of course, sup 0 = inf V,-, inf 0 = sup VJ), Cj = {fj(x); xeX, 
f*(x) = 0}, then Cj contains at most one element (see § 1.19, D (4.2)), cj g cj 
(see D(2)), and cj = c] = cj if {c,
0} = C, (see D(2)); thus, we put Cj = c? if {c°} = 
= Cj, and we choose, e.g., cf e {cj , cj) if Cj = 0.] 
Let oo** be some (auxiliary) element, oo**£W*, let iT** = (W**, = * * ) , 
where W** = W** u {oo**}, ^ * * = ^ * u (W* x {oo**}); therefore, W** is a 
chain, oo** is its greatest element, and g ** restricted to W* gives g *. 
Let L** : X -> W** be such that (for each x e X) 
Thus, always L**(x) ^ L*(x), and there holds: 
xeP, yeTx, y eTy=> L * * ( x e y) = L**(y) 
(seeD'(3)in§1.17:ifL**(x0 y)<oo**,then L*(y) = L * ( J C 0 y) = L * * ( x 0 y) < 
< oo**, hence L**(y) = L*(y)). 
*) The first part of this article appeared in Archivum mathematicum 9 (1973), F 1, pp. 
151—170. 
4.1. By transfinite induction (see § 4.3) we shall construct, for any ordinal number {, 
set Q* and mapping o* in such a way that, among others, it will hold (for any ordinal 
number £) 
(0) Q* ~ P 
(1) * -e X Tz 
zeZnQ« 
(2) im <T? £ Q* 
(3) n ^ £, => Q- <= g«, a" <= 0« 
Thus, CT? e T(r), im a* = <2? £ />0 u (Z n g*) = P0 u dom a*. Therefore, <r
s' is a 
conservative T-transformation (§ 1.9), and jt>(x, o^) (the only T-play complying with 
ex* and starting from x, see § 1A 4) is defined for each x e P0 u dom c
i( 2 Q?). Clearly 
(cf. (3)), 
p(x, a") = f>(jc, a*) if xeP0u dom a"(=> 0"). 
4.2. If the set Q* and the mapping <r? are defined for some <!; (cf. § 4.1), we shall 
introduce, moreover, mappings %*, ri> L^, elements y\, )}x, A
4, and set A\xeP, 
z e Z) in the following way. 
For x e P, let the mappings xl, rj and L* have domain Fx and be defined in this 
way: 
frx n Q*\ 
\rx\Q< if - ^ ^ . . v o« l '
 t h e n 
z«0) = H + /It-) (* © * *
 ff')) [ = / t M * ff?)) - *] (cf- DO")!)! f 
*> - { t f e ̂  ̂ } ' ^ " P" @ ** ̂ } • 
Now, let zeZ. 
Evidently, there exists a e TF(T) such that a | (Z n Q*) = <7*. Let (y(y); y e Tz) -
= (Ky><7); y e Tz). Then (y(^); j e Tz) e X /> , and {y(y); y e Tz} is plain. Therefore 
yeTz 
(cf. § 3.0, (B/l)), {fj(z)(z ® y(y)); yeTz} is inversely well-ordered in rj{z). But 
XOO = f>(y> *) = f>(y, <r*) if ye & n Tz (cf. §§ 1.9, 1.14); hence, im F\(~ {cj(z)} u 
u {fJ(z)(z © y(j;)); j e Q* n Tz} = {cJ(2)} u {f,(2)(z © *>(y, **)); y e Q" n Tz}) is 
inversely well-ordered in ^ ( 2 ) . Further, im x*(<= i~i> ~~i> °> i})
 i s finite. 
Consequently, 
X* - max {xi(y); y e Tz} and F* = max {F\y); j e Y} 
exist for any Y such that 0 7-= Y ^ Tz. 
We shall choose element j | = y* e Tz in the following way (we consider four 
cases, according to the possible values of /*) : 
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a) Let x* = i- Let Y= {y; yeTznQ*, f*z)(p(y, <?*)) = 1} ( = {y; yeVz, 
zf(y) = X*})l thus, Y is a nonempty subset of Tz, and f*(z)(y(y)) = 1 for each yeY. 
By means of (B/2) (§ 3.0) we conclude that {L*(z 0 y(y)); yeTz} is well-ordered. 
Therefore, {L\(y); yeY, Ff(y) = F*} (c= {oo**} u {L*(z © y(j)); yeTz}, cf. 
above!) is well-ordered (in -#"**) and nonempty. Hence, min {Lf(>>); yeY, F*(y) = 
= F*} exists, and we choose y* e Y in such a way that Lf(y*) equals this minimum. 
b) Let x* = 0. Then Tz\Q* ^ 0, and we choose y*eTz\Q* arbitrarily. 
c) Let x* = - + • We choose any y* e Tz such that L(p(y*, <r*)) = oo (never­
theless, this case could be excluded in the following) if it is possible; otherwise let 
y*e{y;yeTz9xl(y) = x*}(*M). 
d) Let x* = — i> The definitions of x* a nd zf show that Tz := Q* and f*(z)(p(y9 
a^)) = - 1 for each y e Tz. By means of (B/2) we conclude that {L*(z © y(y)); y e 
e Tz} is inversely well-ordered. Therefore (cf. case a)!), {Lf(j>); y e Y}, with Y = Tz, 
is inversely well-ordered and nonempty. Hence, max {Lf(j); yeY, F\(y) = F*} 
exists, and we choose y* e Yin such a way that L\(y*) equals this maximum. 
In any case, for each y eTz there holds: 
either xl(y) < zf(y*), 
or xl(y) = xt(y*)> Fl(y) < fi(y*)> 
OГ ÛУ) = ÚІ.У*) Í ^ 10, F'z{y) = Fliy*), Ł\{y) 1 1 1 L«(у*). 
[This can be proved simply in cases a), d), and also b). — If x* = — \ (case c), 
then Tz c Q^ (cf. the definitions of x* a n d *f)> and always f*(z)(p(y*, o^)) = 0 
(see case c) and D(i)), thus %f(y*) = ~ i = X* (as Tz c Q*). Further we conclude 
(using Tz s Q^ again): either L(p(>>*, cr̂ )) = oo, then L\(y*) = oo** = max {L\(y); 
y e Tz} (cf. § 4.0), or L(p(y, <r̂ )) < oo for each y e Tz, and then L\(y*) = oo* = 
= max {L\(y)\ yeTz} (cf. above, D(ii) and § 4.0). Thus, always L\(y*) = max 
{LfOO; y e Tz}. Hence, if y e Tz, then Lf(j) = Lf(y*), x f( j) = X* = *f(y*) = ~h 
and if xl(y) = *f(y*), then f*(z)(p(y, o*)) = 0 = f*(z)(p(y*, o*)) (cf. above), thus 
/ ^ e « y , ^ ) = 0 = 4 ( z e p ( / * , ^ ) (cf. D(iii)), but this implies that 
*1(y) =fm(z ® P(y> °*)) =fj<*)(z ® P(y*> **)) = *i(y*) (see § 1.19, D(4.2)).] 
Now, we put 
£-l$$2 ir „ ' '• lt"((x))J "'}z 
and 
A* = min { 4 ; x e P \ Q * } 
with 
min 0 = oo**. 
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The correctness of the definition of A5 follows from the property (A) (§ 3.0). 
[Namely, if P\ Q* # 0, we put V = {z; z e Z \ Q?, jf e Q*}, and for any z e V 
we denote >>(z) = yf > XOO = *>(yz% <**)• J* 1s clear (cf. § 4.1) that (y(z); z e V) e X (Vz \ 
\ V), (y(Z); z e V) G X 0(^)> ar1d that set {y(Z); z G V} is plain and each of its elements 
zey 
passes in g { c ? u V . Further, {A*; xeP\ Q*} c {L* *((*)); x e P0 \ Q^} u 
u {Ll(yl); zeV}v {oo**} c {oo**} u {L*((x)); xeP0} u {L*(z0 y(z)); zeV} 
(as L** (x) G {L*(x), oo**} for any x e X, see § 4.0), but the three sets {L*((*)); 
xGP0}, {L*(z©y(z)); z eV} (cf. (A.l) and (A.2), respectively) and {oo**} are 
well-ordered in iV**, hence the union of them is well-ordered, too, and, therefore, 
the nonempty subset { ^ ; ^ e P \ Q*} of this union has the smallest element.] 
Finally, we define 
A* = {x;xeP\Q\k\ = A}. 
4.3. (The introduction of the sets Q* and the mappings o^.) 
a) Firstly, we put 
Q° -= 0, o° = 0; 
then the conditions (0) — (3) (§4.1) are satisfied (for £ = 0) in a trivial way. 
b) Let £ = 0 be an ordinal number, and let Q
n and on be defined for all \] g £ 
in such a way that the conditions (0) — (3) (§4.1) are satisfied. We put 
g« + ' = Q * u A * 
and we define <r*+1 : Z n Q*+! -» P: 
a ^ z = K 2 j if z e Z n ^ 
yfj " ^ ' ^ 
the definition is correct, as Q^ n A? = 0. 
Note that if A5 = oo**, then oo** = 4^ tf = oo** for each xeP\Q\ 
therefore A* = X\ and hence A4 = P\Q*, Q* + 1 = P. 
The conditions (0), (1) and (3) (§ 4.1) are satisfied, of course, also with £ + l 
in the place of £. Further, let z e Z n Q^+l; then: either ze Z n Q*, then G^+J z = 
= a*zGQ* £ Q*+1; or z e ( ^ + 1 \ ^ ) n Z = ^ n Z , and then if A<\< oo**, 
then LfCy-f) = A| = As° < oo**, y*eQ* n Vz, a*+1 z = yfe Q* c g< + l , while if 
A* = oo**, then (cf. above) o* + l zeP = Qs*+I. Thus, also the condition (2) is 
satisfied with £ + 1 in the place of £. 
c) Let £ > 0 be a limit ordinal number, and let Q* and & be defined for all C < c 
in such a way that the conditions (0) — (3) are satisfied with £ in the place of C, for 
each 4 < £. We put 
Q* = ue*> ^ - I K ; 
ri<$ »?<£ 
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from the suppositions it immediately follows that the conditions (0) — (3) are 
satisfied for the considered £. 
4.4. In such a way Q* and a* are defined for all ordinal numbers <J, and the condi-
tions (0) — (3) are satisfied for any £. Further, for any ordinal numbers £i , £2 
£t -4 £2 => A*
1 n A*2 = 0 
(namely, if, e.g., ̂  < £2 , then A*
1 n A*2 c Q*J + 1 n A*2 s Q*2 n A*2 = 0, see 
(3) in §4.1, and § 4.2), and for any £ 
Q< = U -4' 
(it can be easily proved by means of transfinite induction). Thus, we conclude that 
(for any £) 
cardQ* = £ca rdA* ; 
1<4 
but, evidently (cf. § 4.2), 
f 2 ^ r o ^ / 0 o ^ gs*+ l 
Hence, supposing that Q^ ̂  Q*+* for any £, we have card P < card £ <£ J] card _4'7 = 
= card Q^ g card P for sufficiently great f, but this is impossible. Therefore, there 
exists £, such that Q^ = Q*+1(=- P), and we may define 
/i = min {{; £ is an ordinal number, Q* = Q5+1}. 
Of course (cf. above), 
Thus (cf. above), 
A"{*}8 forany n{>}n. 
n<v 
and An are mutually disjoint; consequently, for any xeP there exists exactly one 
ordinal number £(x) such that 
xeA«x) 
(and, of course, £>(x) < JU). 
4.5.0. We denote 
<r = a", p = (p(x); x G P) = (p(jc, a); JC 6 P); 
thus, a e TF(T), p e X -TJC, G* C <T for each £, and (see §§ 4.3-4) 
<TZ = >>j(z) for each ze Z. 
4.5.1. LetxePandzeZin §4.5.1. 
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Evidently, 
hence (cf. (y), (a), and § 4.2) 
™ A«») _ [L**W*))1 i f fx e P0 v (x e Z A « 6 Q«*>)j 
(8) A "W* j lf j x e Z A O r U ^ i 
consequently, 
(8") A*00 < 00** => A€(x) = L**(p(x)). 
Further, for any £ 
(£') A* = oo**,
 zl^{ = } 0 = ^ { | ~ i = = } ' A*-=°°** for all -7^5 ; 
namely, the upper alternative follows trivially from §§ 4.4-2, while if Â  = 00**, 
A* # 0, then (cf. § 4.3, case b)) Q* + 1 = P, hence A*+1 = 0 ^ A*, and, consequently 
(cf. § 4.4), £ + 1 = li. 
If A*00 = 00**, then (cf. (e')) {(*) + 1 = \i (as A*(X) 3 {x} 7- 0), hence /z > 0, 
\x is isolated, and £(x) = /x - 1; further, x e Z (namely, if x e P0, then (7) and § 4.0 
give 00** = tf{ax) = L**((x)) < 00**, which is a contradiction), and X*{ax) = 
= 00** [namely, if tf{ax) < 00**, then: £(<xx) < £(x) (see (e')), oxeQ^{x) (see 
08')), 00** = A*(X) = L**(p(x)) = L**(x©f)M) (see (5') and (a)); consequently, 
00** = L**(f>(dx)) = A*(<rx) < 00** (see § 4.0 and D(l), and (8"))9 but this is a 
contradiction], therefore, again £(vx) = fi — 1 (cf. the beginning of this considera-
tion). Thus, we have proved 
(e) tf{x) = 00** => fi is isolated, /1 > 0, x e Z, £(o-x) = £(*) = M - 1. 
Therefore, if A*(X) = 00** and p(x) = (xk; ke Wt\ then xfc+1 = axk for each 
k < I (§ 4.5.0) and (by means of induction, using (s)) we obtain that xkeZ for each 
k e Wl9 but then / = 00, L**(p(x)) = 00** = tf
{x) (§ 4.0). This and {&") give 
(5) A*(X) = L**(p(x)). 





az*o<(z) (see (/J')), A*(z) = oo** (see («$')), and ft--) = 
< £(z), then <rz e 0*
(z> (see ( ^ a n d A«.) < ^ ( s e e (E)). 
|e*(2)<>ftrz)j<J«z)^^>H 
4.5.2.1. Let 
zeZ, £(z) < oo*. 
Then (cf. § 4.5.1 (/?)) <rz e Qiu), ^(oz) < £(z); by means of § 4.5.1 (a), (& a n d § 4 0 
we obtain Ai(ax) = L**(p(az)) < L**(z © p(az)) = L**(p(z)) = A<<2) -- co*> h e n c e 
(see § 4.0, and D(3)) L**(p(<rz)) = L*(p(az)) < L*(z © p(az)) = L**(z ® #<"))• 
Thus 
Considering that oo* > Ai{z) = L**(p(z)) = L*(p(z)) (§4.5.1 (e), and § 4.0), we 
have 
/;„(p(z)) # 0 
(cf. D(ii)), and <rz e Qi{2) gives (cf. §§ 4.2, 4.5.0) 
xr)(oz)=-±+fl)(p(z))*-±;. 
4.5.2.2. Let xeP, let n be an ordinal number. Then 
(a) f*M(p(
x)) = - 1 => Tx £ Qi(x), and f*(x)(p(y)) = - I for each V e r*. 
(b) -Owd-GO) = 1 for some yeTxnQ>=>yU Q"-
Proof. 
(a) If x e R0, then Tx = 0, and the statement holds trivially. Let x e Z,fj(x)(p(
x)) = 
= - 1 . Then (see D(i), § 4.0, § 4.5.1 (S), (j8)) L(p(x)) < oo, oo** > L**(p(x)) = A*w, 
oxeQ«x), hence (cf. §§4.2, 4.5.0) - | < z«»>(y) g xx
{x)(yx
U)) = x f V ) = 
= - i +/*x)(K^)) = - i holds for each yeTx; therefore, x**'00 = ~ i , and 
(cf. §4.2) j e Q«x),f*(x)(p(y)) = i + x!
(%) = - 1 . 
b) Let /yt»)(p(.y)) = 1 for some yeTxnQ\ Then ± =- - * +/«, )(p0')) = 
= xSO0 < K M < i (see § 4.2), hence xl(yV) = 1 and (cf. § 4.2) y'x e Q". 
4.5.2.3. Let xe P, let t]v and n2 be ordinal numbers. Then 
(a) xeZ, ^ < r 7 2 , yV, yV e Q" => W = ^
2 . 
(b) x e P0 => 4 ' = AJ
2. 
Proof. 
(a) Let •/, ^ IJ2. Then g"' s Q"
2 (§ 4.1 (3) etc.), and, for x 6 Z, xV | C" n Tx = 
= X? | Q"1 n Tx, E^1 | Q"' n Tx = F? \ Q"1 n Tx, VJ | Q"' n Tx = L£21 Q"1 n Tx 
(see §§ 4.2, 4.5.0), but this and the definition of yV and yV (in § 4.2) give, under the 
supposition yV, yV e Q"' ( s Q"2), that tfO?) = .tfOT) = xV(yV) = X?W) = 
= xV(yV), hence ^ ( ^ ' ) = X?(^2) for * = 1, 2; now Fx"(yV) = EM
2) (A: = 1, 2) 
follows from §4.2 by means of an analogical way, and then also knx = LJ '^
1) = 
= LV(yV) = XV follows analogously from § 4.2. 
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(b) If xeP0, then X\
l = L**((*)) = Xx
2 (see §4.2). 
4.5.3. Let £t and £2 be ordinal numbers. Then 
* ' { f. < £2, A
s*2 < oo*=>A^ < A*2. 
Proof. For any ordinal number £, let V(£) be the following statement: 
if £t and £2 are ordinal numbers and £2 S £> then (*) holds. 
Evidently, it is sufficient to prove the following assertion: 
ifZ0 is an ordinal number and ifV(£) holds for any f < £0 , then also V({0) holds 
(as then V(w) holds for each rj). 
Thus, let f 0 be an ordinal number and let V(£) hold for any £ < £0 . We shall prove 
that V((^0) holds; evidently, it is sufficient to put f2 = £0 and to prove (*) with this £2 
for each £. ?- ^2. 
Thus, /et 
£i < ^ 2 = £0; 
u!e are proving that X*1 g A4*2 and that, moreover, A4^1 < X*2 whenever X^2 < oo*. 
a) Let A52 £ oo*. If A4' > A*2, then A*1 = oo** = A*2 (see §§4.0 and 4.5.1 (e')), 
which is impossible. Hence A4*1 ^ A4*2. 
P) Now, let A*2 < oo*. Then A*2 # 0 (as A*2 = 0 gives, by means of §4.2, 
p = Q^2, A4*2 = oo**, which is a contradiction); we choose some xe As*2. Thus (see, 
e.g., §§4.4, 4.5.1 (7)) 
C) «2 = «*), ^2 = 4 2 , 
and, of course, x£ Q*1 u A*1 (= (J 4", see §4.4), hence (see §4.2) 
(+ + ) A ? ' < 4 ' . 
If *e /> 0 , then (see ( + ) , ( + + ) , and §4.5.2.3 (b)) X
il < £> = Xx
2 = Xi2. 
Thus, let x e Z in the following. 
I fo- jceo^Xo / ' , then (see §§4.4 and 4.5.2.1) £, < £(CTX) < {(*) = £2, and now 
(cf. V(£(ax)) and §4.5.2.1) A4' < Xiiax) < Xilx) = Xi2. 
Thus, let <TJC e Qil (the other possibility) in the following. It is sufficient to prove 
either Xil < Xiz or Xx = Xx
2, as in the latter case again Xil < Xiz (see ( + ) and (+ +)) . 
There holds ff(x)(p(x)) e { -1 , +1} (see § 4.5.2.1 and D(o)). 
a) Let f*x)(p(x)) = 1. Then f*w(p(<rx)) = 1 (see §4.5.1 («) and D(iii)), a x e 
e g ' 1 n Tx (the supposition), hence yx e g
? 1 , yi2 = <TAT e Q4' (see § 4.5.2.2 (b) and 
§ 4.5.0), but then § 4.5.2.3 (a) gives A*' = Xx
2. 
b) Let/•;,)(*>(*)) = - 1 . Then Tx £ Qi(x) = oA a n d / £ „ ( * * ) ) = - 1 for each 
^ ^ (§4.5.2.2 (a)), hence # 0 0 = - * , ItOO = /} ( „(* © *y ) ) , and Lx
2(y) = 
= L**(jC©p(>')) for each yeTx (§§4.2, 4.5.0). If T* £ g j \ then, of course, 
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vj \ yl2eQ*1, and 4 ' = kx
2 (§4.5.2.3 (a)). Thus, let there exist yeTx\Q}1 = 
s Q42\Qil; then f, = « » < £2 (§4.4). But (cf. above) z?G0 = - i = £
2(<r*) 
hence (see § 4.2) either E|2(>>) = Fi2(ax), and then L*2(j) = Lx
2(ax) orfj(x)(x © f>0)) = 
= Fl\y) < Fl2(ax) = fj(x)(x®p(ax)), but f*(x)(x ® P(y)) = - 1 = fj*M(x ® p(ax)) 
(cf. above and D(iii)), hence (cf. above and D(3)) L*(x © p(y)) = L*(x © p(ox)) = 
= L*(p(x)) = A*2 < oo*(see§ 4.5.2.1), therefore (cf.§ 4.0) L{2(>>) = L**(x®p(y)) = 
= L*(x © pOO) g A?2 = Lf.2(<rx). Consequently, always (Lx
2(y) = ) L**(x © p(y)) = 
= A'
2 (= Lx
2(ox)) < oo*, hence (cf. §4.0) L**(x®p(y)) = L*(p(y)), L**(p(») = 
= L*(pO0), and from this and using {. g £00 < £2 (cf. V(£(»), §4.5.1 (8) and 
D(3)) we conclude that A4' = A
w = L*(p(>;)) < L*(x© p(y)) = A<2 < oo*, and 
hence A?1 < A?2. 
4.5.4. tozeZ.je Tz. Then (cf. § 4.5.1 (a)!) 
(*) fjUz © POO) = /J<Z)(
Z © fK«)) = /;<z)(f>00). 
Proof. We denote,/ =j(z), £ = £(z); thus az = y\ (§4.5.0). There occurs exactly 
one of the following three cases: 
(/) >•* e g \ <TZ € g{. Then (cf. §§ 4.2,4.5.1 (a)) there occurs one of the following two 
subcases: 
('/I) - y +//(-• © POO) = x\(y) < x\(°z) = - y +/*(P(z)); 
(//2) / / z © POO) = rfOO <: F\(az) =f(p(z)). 
If (i/2) occurs, then (*) holds; if (i/1) occurs, then//(z © p(y)) </*(p(z)), and 
hence (see D(2)) again (*) holds. 
(//)' y$Q\ ozeQ*. Then 0 = x\(y) < %\(oz) * 0 (see §4.2), hence Xf00 = 0 < 
<y = *f(<^)=-y+/*(P00), 
( + /1) /*(P(^))=1. 
If f*(z © pOO) g 0, then (*) holds (see D(2)). Thus, let 
( + 12) /*(-•© POO) = 1 
(in the following in case (ii)). Thus (see (+/1), §§ 4.5.1 (0), 4.0) 
( + /3) L*(p(z)) = A* = oo*, 
and by means of (+12), D(i) and § 4.0 we conclude 
( + /4) L*(z © p(y)) = L**(z © p(y)) g oo*. 
If L*(z © pO)) = co* ( = L*(p(z)), see ( + /3)), then: if oo* > L*(p(z)), then (*) 
follows from (+/1), (+/2) and D(3), while if oo* = L*(p(z)), then (*) follows from 
( + /1), (+/2) and D(4). 
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Thus, let now 
(+/5) L*(-©p60)<oo*; 
then i(y) = Z (as y $ £
{, cf. § 4.4), and we obtain oo* > L*(z ®p(y)) > L*(p(y)) = 
= XiW = A« = L*(p(z)) (see (+/5), D(3), §§4.0, 4.5.1 (5), 4.5.3, and ( + /3)), hence 
L*(z@p(y)) > L*(p(z)), but this together with ( + /2), ( + /1) and D(3) again gives 
(*). 
(Hi) oz$Qf. Then (see §§4.5A (p), (S), 4.0, and D(i)) oo** = Xs = L**(p(z)), 
L(p(z)) = oo, 
(+) f!(P(z)) = o. 
Further, z e / ! ) (§4.4), thus (§4.5.1 (e')) Z + 1 = H, hence (cf. §4.4) P = Q" = 
= Qi+1 = Qi u -.'• ^ ^ e T x n J4, then oo** = X* = XiM = L**(p(y)), L(p(y)) = 
= oo = L(z 0 p(y)),ff(z © (£>>)) = 0 =f*(p(z)) (see (+), and again §§ 4.5.1 (5) 
4.0, and D(i)), therefore (*) follows from DD(ii), (4). If y e Tx n Q* (the other possi-
bility), then - \ +f*(z ® p(y)) = x\(y) g t\(oz) = 0, f*(z © p(y)) = 0= f*(p(z)) 
(see §§ 4.5.0, 4.2, and (+)), and now (*) follows from D(2), or DD(ii), (4). 
4.5.5. Let zeZ,jeJ, f*(p(z)) = - 1 , let 
' { ; £ } * *>{::}>• 
Thenf*(p(y)) = ~h and £(y) < £(z). 
Proof. 
a) Iff #y(z), then >> = (xz (the supposition), hence (see §4.5.1 (a) and D(iii)) 
//(*O0) « / / ( « ) ) =f?(p(*)) = - 1 ; further, <xz£Q*(z) (namely, if trzeQ*(z), then 
by means of §§4.5.1 (0), (6), 4.0 and D(i) we obtain oo** = A*(z) = L**(P(z)), 
L(f>(z)) = oo,//(p(z)) = 0, but this is a contradiction). Therefore (§ 4.5.1 (j?)) £(>>) = 
= Z(cz) < Z(z). 
b) If j =f(z), then (see §§ 4.5.2.2(a) and 4.4) //(p(y)) = - 1 , yeTz c= Q^ = 
= U A', hence £(>>) < £(z). 
!<S(-0 
4.6. a is a p/ai/i absolute equilibrium point of <$. 
(Thus, the main theorem is proved.) 
Proof, a e TF(T) (§ 4.5.0). Let xeP9jeJ, let x = (xk; k e Wt) e Tx comply with 
a | ( Z \ Z(j)). It is sufficient to prove (cf. §§ 2.9, 4.5.0) that 
(*) fj(x)Sfj(p(x)). 
Let 
K = {k;k < /, xk + 1 # <xxk}. 
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Of course, 
( + ) {xk;keK}s=Z(j), 
(+ + ) k < /, j(xk) *j=>xk + l = cxk. 
If fj (p(x)) = — 1, then by means of ( + + ) and §4.5.5 (and by induction) we 
obtain that for each k < / there holds f*(p(xk)) = - 1 =f*(p(xk+1)) and £(xk+i) < 
< %(xk); thus, (i(xk); k e Wt) is a decreasing sequence of ordinal numbers, hence it 
must be finite. Therefore, / < oo, and K is finite in the considered case. 
Thus, if Kis infinite, then f*(p(x)) = 0 and, of course, L(x) = oo, hence (see D(i)) 
f*(x) = 0 '^f*(p(x))9 and now (*) follows from DD(2), (ii), (4). 
Let K be finite in the following. Then there exists k0 e Wx such that k < k0 for 
each keK (see ( + )). Clearly, x[fco] = p(xko); thus, of course //x
c*o]) = f}(p(xko)). 
Let/y(x
Cfc]) Sfj(p(xj)) hold for some k > 0, ke Wko. Then //jr
1*"11) = / /**- - . ® 
® xw) ^fJ(xk.l ®_p(xk)) Sfj(xk-i ® p((Txk_{)) =fj(p(xk.x)) (cf. the induction 
supposition and D(l) - namely, xkeTxk_i, x
[fc], p(xk)eTxk; further, see §4.5.4 
ifJ(*fc-i) =J, and ( + + ) ifjOt-i) * J, and cf. §4.5.1 (a)). Consequently,/(xCfc]) = 
^/;(*>(**)) holds for each ke Wko; but for k = 0 we obtain / / x ) = fj(x
m) S 
Sfj(p(x0)) =fj(P(x))> hence (*) holds. 
§5. REMARKS 
In this section, we present an extension of our results (§ 3) to the case of poset-
-valued pay-off functions (we shall need some auxiliary definitions and propositions, 
see § 5.0), and we comment on the meaning of various notions of equilibrium point, 
on the results of this paper, on the main proof (§ 4) and on the construction used 
in it. 
5.0.0. Definitions, remarks. Let TT = (V, = ) be a poset. 
Under a linear extension of V [or ^ ] one means i^ = (V, = ) [or ^ ] such that 
(V, _ ) is a chain and g e l 
One says that i^ satisfies the maximum condition iff any nonempty subset of V has 
a maximal element. (There are well-known equivalent conditions, especially the 
increasing chain condition. Cf., e.g., [9], ch. I, § 5. Of course, if 'V is a chain, then the 
maximum condition for *V is satisfied iff if is inversely well-ordered.) 
We say that if satisfies the finite antichain condition iff any infinite subset of V 
contains some two distinct but g-comparable elements. Of course, this condition is 
satisfied if if is a chain or if V is finite. 
5.0.1. Theorem. (Szpilrajn, [11]) Every poset has a linear extension. 
5.0.2. Lemma. Let if = (V, g ) be a poset satisfying both the maximum condition 
and the finite antichain condition. Then any linear extension of if is inversely well-
ordered. 
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Proof. Let r = (V, i ) be a linear extension of r . Let 0 ^ V' _ V. The set 
V" of all :g-maximal elements of V is nonempty. V" is finite (as, of course, each two 
distinct elements of V" are ^-incomparable), hence it has the ^-greatest element; 
denote this element by v*. If ve V', then {v'; v' e V, v' ;> v} is nonempty and has 
a S-maximal element; let v" be such an element. Evidently, v" e V", thus v* ^ v", but 
v" >_• v, hence v" % v, and v* ^ v. Therefore, V has the ^-greatest element (na-
mely v*). 
5.0.3. Remark. Connected questions are investigated by V. Novak in [ 16] and [15]; 
we shall need especially the following result, which is the dual formulation of theorem 
2.3 in [15] (cf. §5.0.0). 
5.0.4. Theorem. Let r be a poset. Then r has an inversely well-ordered linear 
extension iff r satisfies the maximum condition. 
5.1. A poset-valued pay-off function on a graph T is given by a poset r = 
= (V, = ) and a mapping / : X r -> V(cf. § 1.16). A game with perfect information 
and with poset-valued pay-off functions (we also say only: a generalized g. p. i.) 
is defined in the same way as a game with perfect information in § 2.2 but with the 
exception that rj are posets. 
5.2. Definition, remarks. Under a plain absolute equilibrium point [strong plain 
absolute equilibrium point] of a generalized g.p.i. 
9 = (V, (P(j); je J), (rj - (V,, ^ , ) ; J e J), (fje J)) 
we mean (cf. §§2.9, 2.8)aeTF(T) such that for each xePJe J, and for any x e lx 
complying with o \ ( Z \ Z(j)) there holds 
f.(x) >jfj{p(x, a)) 
[fj(x)£jfj(p(x,e))}; 
(respectively). Of course, if a is a strong plain absolute equilibrium point of ^ , then a 
is a plain absolute equilibrium point of ^ ; if 9 is a g.p.i. in the sense of § 2.2 (i.e. if 
all the posets r i are chains), then both the introduced notions are equivalent to the 
notion of plain absolute equilibrium point of 9 in the sense of § 2.9. Thus, the 
terminology is correct. 
5.3.1. Definition, remarks. Let F be a graph, let L* with a chain W* be a pseudo-
length (on F), l e t / * be an L*-qualitative pay-off function (on F). Let / : X r -» V 
with a poset r = (V, g ) be a poset-valued pay-off function. We say that / i s an 
L*-quasiqualitative (poset-valued) pay-off function complying with / * iff the con-
ditions DD(T) - (4) (§ IT9) are satisfied and, moreover, 
D(0) y e Tx, y,, y2 eTy, f(Yi) \\f(y2) -^ either/(x © yx) = f(x ® y2), 
o r / (x © y,) = /(yO, f(x © y2) = f(y2) 
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(for each x e P = dom T). Of course, D(0) is satisfied trivially if if is a chain; thus, 
the terminology is correct (cf. § 1.19). 
5.3.2. Lemma. Let T be a graph, let L* with a chain iV* be a pseudolength on T. 
Letf* be an L*-qualitative pay-off function on T. 
Let f: Xr -> V with a poset if = (V, ^ ) be an L*-quasiqualitative (poset-valued) 
pay-off function complying withf*. 
If'V = (V, i*) is a linear extension of 'V, then f with if is an L*-quasiqualitative 
pay-off function complying withf*. 
Proof. Let ^ be an arbitrary linear extension of ^ . Evidently, DD(2) - (4) 
are satisfied with ^ in the place of ^ . Let x e P, y e Tx, Yi> Yi €.!>, / ty i ) -I /(y2)-
If / (yi) g / (y 2X then / ( * © Yi) Sf(x®Yi) (as D(T) holds), hence / ( * © y4) | 
i / C * © y2). If/(Yi) | | /(y2) (the other possibility), then (cf. D(0)) either/(* © y t) = 
= f(Yi) <AY2)=Ax@Vi), or / ( x © y 1 ) = / ( x © y 2 ) . Thus, also D(l) holds 
with g in the place of g . Therefore, the lemma is proved (cf. § 1A9). 
5.4. ("Meta-") theorem. The main theorem (§ 3.0) will hold, too, after the following 
re-formulation: 
"game with perfect information and with poset-valued pay-off functions" is to be 
written instead of "game with perfect information"; 
"{.//(z)(z © y(y)); y e Tz} satisfies both the maximum condition and the finite anti-
chain condition" is to be written instead of "{/}(2)(z © y(^)); y e Tz} is inversely 
well-ordered"; 
denotations (0), (B), (B/l) are to be replaced by (O), (B), (B/l) (respectively). 
Proof. This follows immediately from §§ 5.0A, 5.0.2, and 5.3.2: namely, if & 
arises from ^ by the replacement of each poset if ^ by its linear extension i^j (cf. 
§ 5.0A), then # satisfies the conditions of the main theorem (cf. §§ 5.3.2, 5.0.2, 3.0), 
and hence $ has a plain absolute equilibrium point a, but it is clear (see § 5.2) that a 
is also a plain absolute equilibrium point of ^ . 
5.5. Remark. By a quite analogical replacement it is possible to obtain a new 
result from § 3.3 (case (II+)). 
The new results obtained from §§ 3.0 and 3.3 are based, among others, on §§ 5.0A-2. 
A simpler replacement (namely, without rewritings concerning the functions fj9 
and, hence, without applying §§ 5.0.1-2) would give new results from the cases 
(I) - (II) of §3.2. 
Further, new results can be obtained from the case (III) of § 3.2 and from § 3.4 
by means of a replacement (namely, "generalized g.p.i.", "im fj satisfies the maxi-
mum condition", and (only in § 3.4) "DD(0), (T)" is to be written instead of "g.p.i.", 
"im f is inversely well-ordered", and "D(T)", respectively) based on § 5.0.4 (instead 
°f §§ 5.0.1-2); of course, at deriving the new result from § 3.4, we also use § 1.21 
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(cf. the remark in § 3.4) and the fact (following from the proof of lemma 5.3.2) that 
if a poset- valued pay-off function / with a poset i^ satisfies DD(0), (I), then /with 
any linear extension iT of V satisfies D(I). 
5.6.0. Remark. Under our conception, we have admitted that in games with perfect 
information players know the preceding course of play at any moment. Then the 
corresponding variant of the notion of pure strategy can be introduced in the follow-
ing way. 
Supposition. In §§ 5.6A-3, let T be a graph, P = dom T (etc., cf. § 1.7), X = Xr. 
5.6.1. General transformations. (Cf. § 1.9) Under a T-segment we mean any finite 
sequence z = (z0 , . . . , zm) (m _ 0) of the elements of Z such that z{ e T z{_^(i = 
= 1,..., m); for such a T-segment z, x(z) will be the last element of z (here x(z) = zm). 
Z r will bt the set of T-segments. We put 
TO = U X r x(z\ TF(F) = x r x(z). 
YCZfzeY xeZr 
T(T) is said to be the set of general T-transformations, and its subset TF(T) is 
called the set of full general F-transformations. E.g., 0e T(T); 0 is called the empty 
general T-transformation. oeT(r) is said to be conservative iff (z0, ..., zm, o(z))$ 
4 Zr\ dom o for any z = (z0 , . . . , zm) e dom a. Of course, 0 and also all full 
general T-transformations are conservative. 
5.6.2. General transformations and plays. (Cf. § 1A4) Let o e T(T), x = (xk; k e 
e Wt) e X. We say that x complies with a iff 
k < /, (x0,...,xk)€domo=> xk + l = a(x0, ...,xft). 
It is easy to see that if a is a conservative general T-transformation and x e P0 u 
v {z; z e Z, (z) e dom a}, then there exists exactly one x e Tx which complies with a; 
this T-play will be denoted by p(x, a). 
5.6.3. Plain transformations and general transformations. The mapping 
O r : ^ H 0>r((T) = (ax(z); zeZTy x(z) e dom a) (a € T(T)) 
is an injective mapping of T(T) into T(F). <£r is called the natural injection (of T(V) 
into T(T); 0>r(a) "expresses a e T(T) in terms of general V-transformations". This 
expression has natural properties: if <TeT(T), a = Q>r(
a)> then: if a is conservative 
[empty; full], then o is conservative [empty; full] (respectively); if a is conservative, 
then PQ u dom a = P0 u {z; z e Z, (z) e dom o} (cf. §§ IT4, 5.6.2), and p(x, a) = 
= p(x, o) for any x e P0 u dom a; (a play) x complies with a if and only if x complies 
with a. 
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5.7.0. Remarks. (Cf. §§ 0, 2.8.) As we shall show now, the two variants of the 
notion of (pure) equilibrium point in general strategies (for games with perfect 
information) can be introduced similarly as in the "plain case" (§§ 2.8-9). 
In §§ 5.7.1-6, let 
ST = (r,(P(j); JeJ), (rj = (Vj9 gj)i JeJ), (fjJeJ)) 
be a game with perfect information. We shall use the introduced conventions; p will 
have the meaning given by § 5.6.2. 
5.7.1. Definitions, remarks. (Cf. §§ 2.6-7.) We put 
Zr(j) = {z;zeZr, x(z)eP(j)} 
(thus, ZAJi) n Zr(j2) = 0 if j \ J2 e J,./! # J2; \J Zr(j) = Zr), 
JeJ 
S(j) = X Tx(z), 5 = X - 5 0 ) . 
zeZr(j) JeJ 
Elements of S(j) are called (general) strategies off (in 0). Elements of S are said to 
be the (general) strategic situations. 
There exists a natural bijection of S onto T f(r), namely 
(*j\jeJ)\-+\j9j 
JeJ 
(for each (oj;je J)e S). 
5.7.2. Definition, remarks. (Cf. § 2.8.) A (general) equilibrium point (of <&) in some 
x° eP is o = (aj; je J)e S such that, for each j0 e J and each x e.T JC° complying 
with Oj for anyfeJ\{f0}, there holds /}(x) <^jfj(y) where y is that element of 
r x° which complies with Oj for each j e J. But note here that for any play x e X r 
and eachj e J there exists Oj e S(j) such that x complies with Oj (the proof is simple); 
of course, this is an essential difference in comparison with the "plain case" in § 2.8. 
The direct definition of (general) absolute equilibrium point (cf. § 0) can be given 
in terms of full general T-transformations (cf. §§ 2.8-9): 
5.7.3. Definition. Under a (general) absolute equilibrium point of ^ we mean o e 
e TF(T) such that for each x eP,je J, and for any xeTx complying with o | ( Z r \ 
\ Zr(j)) there holds 
fj(x)Sjfj(p(x,c)). 
5.7.4. Remark. The notion of absolute equilibrium point could be formulated in 
terms of preference forms of gs. p.i., too (cf. § 2.10). 
5.7.5. Remark. § 2.11 (saddle points etc.) is to be related also to the "general stra-
tegies case". 
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5.7.6. Remark. Evidently, if je J, <x e S(j\ then <Dr(tx) e S(j). By means of §5.6.3 
we immediately conclude: if a = (<Jj \j e J)e S, x° e P, then a is a plain equilibrium 
point (of ^) in x° if and only if (4>r(ajY, J e «0 is an equilibrium point in x°; if tx e 
G TF(V), then a is a plain absolute equilibrium point of 0 if and only if <&r(a) is an 
absolute equilibrium point of %. (Cf. §00 Note that it may happen that there is a weak 
plain absolute equilibrium point a of ^ (see § 3.6) such that (a is not a plain absolute 
equilibrium point of ^ , and hence) ^r(a) is not a (general) absolute equilibrium point 
of 0 (see § 5.8.4). 
5.8.0. Remark. Now we present several examples (the unproved propositions 
contained in them are simply provable); the aim is to illustrate the meanings of the 
various notions of equilibrium point, which are considered in this article. 
In each of the examples (§§ 5.8.1-4), we construct some (two-player) finite anta-
gonistic game with real-valued pay-off functions; thus, we might say "saddle point" 
instead of "equilibrium point" (see § 2.11). The constructed game ^ will be denoted 
in the usual way (cf. § 2.2 etc.); always we shall choose J = {V 2}, and 'V} = 0t 
(the chain of real numbers) fory = 1 , 2 . 
5.8.1. Example. LetP = {V 4} x {0} u {0,2, 3} x {V 2}, let T(i, k) = ({/ - 1} x 
x {0, 1, 2}) n P for each (i, k)eP. Then P0 = {0} x {1, 2}. Let h : P -> {0, 1} 
be such that h((2, 2)) = h((0, 1)) = 1, h(x) = 0 for each xGP\{(2, 2), (0, 1)}. 
If x = (x 0 , . . . , xm) e X r (of course, m ^ 4), then we choose/(x) e {0, 1} such that 
f(x)= h(x0) + ... + h(xm) (mod 2). This defines / : X r -> {0, 1} uniquely. Let 
/ i = / , / 2 = - / , l e t P ( l ) = P n { 4 , 2 , 0 } x {0, V 2}, P(2) = P\P(1). 
Thus, ^ has the properties mentioned in § 5.8.0. Further, ^ is locally finite, and 
the players play alternatively. 
Although this game is very simple, it has a position x° (namely, x° = (4, 0)) such 
that there does not exist a plain equilibrium point in x°. Consequently, <$ has no plain 
absolute equilibrium point. But it is easy to see that <3 has an absolute equilibrium 
point. 
(The idea of this example is similar to that used by Berge in the example in [3], 
ch. 6, sect. "Strategies".) 
5.8.2. Example. Now, let the game ^ arise from the preceding game (§5.8.1) 
by omitting the positions (/, k) with / _• 3 (and by the corresponding restrictions of 
V,/;.etc.). 
Again, the new game ^ has the properties mentioned in § 5.8.0, and it is locally 
finite, and the players play alternatively. 
<§ has a plain equilibrium point in any position, but ^ has not a plain absolute equi-
librium point. (Note that the analogical situation for general strategies is impossible: 
a g.p.i. has an absolute equilibrium point if and only if it has an equilibrium point in 
each position.) 
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5.8.3. Example. Let P and T be such that 0 < card P < x0, card Tx ^ 2 for 
each xeP. (Thus, P0 = 0.) Let the partition (P(j); je J) be such that Tx $ P(j) 
for each ye J, x eP(j). (E.g., it is possible to choose P = {1, 2}, P(l) = {I}, 
P(2) = {2}, Tx = P for x = 1, 2. Or P = {I, 2} x {1, 2}, P(I) = {1, 2} x {j}, 
F(i,f) = {1,2} x {3 - j } for (iJ)eP; in such a case the players play alternatively.) 
Using the results of [4] (§ 4.24.2, § 3(6) etc.), we obtain immediately that there exist 
Ax, A2 such that: Ai v A2 = Xr; Ai n A- = 0; for each Je J, xeP, and for any 
a e X V*:(-0 (cf. § 5.7.1) there exists xe(Tx)\Aj complying with a. (The proof, 
*eZ( j ) 
contained in [4], is quite non-constructive.) Let fj : X r - > { —1, 1} be such that 
f.(x) = 1 if and only if x e Aj. The game ^ has the properties mentioned in § 5.8.0. 
But, for any x° e P, & has no equilibrium point in x°; therefore, 0 has not an absolute 
equilibrium point. 
5.8.4. Example. LetP = ({0, 2} x {0} u {1} x {[, 2}) x {1, 2}, let T(it,i2,i3) = 
= Pn ({/ t - 1} x {0, I, 2} x {/3}) for each (ii9 i2, i3)eP with ii ^ 0, let T(0, 
0, i3) = {(2, 0, 3 - /3)} (this defines T uniquely). Let P(l) = {0, 2} x {0} x {1} u 
u {1} x {\, 2} x {2} (^ P), P(2) = P\P(1). Then the players play alternatively, 
and any play is infinite (i.e. P0 = 0). We say that x = (xk; k e W^) e X r is almost 
cyclic iff there exist m > 0 and n0 such that xn+m = xn for each n ^ n0. Let fj : Xr -• 
-» {— 1, 1} be such that fj(x) = 1 if and only if x(e X r) is almost cyclic. Let ft = / , 
tetf2 = —/ Then ^ has the properties mentioned in § 5.8.0. Evidently, any a e TF(V) 
is a weak plain absolute equilibrium point of^ ,while & has no plain absolute equilibrium 
point, as & has not a plain equilibrium point in position x° = (2, 0, 2). 
5.9. Remark. The meaning of the main theorem and its corollaries (§§ 3.0; 3.2 —3.5, 
3.7-3.9, 5.4, 5.5) is commented in §§ 0, 3.1, 3.3, 3.5,3.6, 3.8, 3.9, 5.5; further, cf. 
§§ 2.3—2.5, 2.8, 2.11, 5.7.6, 5.8.0-4. Of course, other corollaries of the main theorem 
can be obtained, e.g., by particular choices of pseudolengths and quasiqualitative 
pay-off functions. The auxiliary propositions in § 4, and mainly the used construction 
itself, have a certain meaning, too; e.g., if P is finite, then the construction describes 
an algorithm giving a plain absolute equilibrium point; if the construction is applied 
in the case which is considered in § 3.4, then it gives the usual method of the construc-
tion of (weak, cf. § 3.6) plain absolute equilibrium point (cf., e.g., [2], Ch. 6, or [3] 
Ch. I, § 7; but instead of indexes 0, 1, 2, ... we have used 1, 2, 3, . . . ) . Naturally 
the latter method cannot be used at games with infinite plays (if T is a graph which 
is not locally finite, it may happen that P0 # 0 but {x; x e Z, Tx c P0} = 0). 
5.10. Remark. The author had examined several other ways of proving the main 
theorem (e.g., it is possible to choose the functions (§4.2) in a somewhat different 
manner, pay-off functions can be replaced preliminarily by certain auxiliary "finer" 
ones, etc.; the proof can be based on Zorn's lemma), but it turned out that they give 
no essential advantage. 
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5.11. Remark. As we have mentioned in § 0, the method of the construction used 
in § 4 is somewhat similar to that used in the proof of theorem 3.13 in [6]; but the 
latter proof (it concerns another kind of games!) needed only the usual mathematical 
induction (the considered games were finite), while in the present paper the fact that 
infinite games are admitted brought about the complications connected with the 
transfinite induction (cf. the auxiliary conditions (A), (B) in § 3.0, the proof in 
§ 4.5.3 (cf. with case 5.3° in the proof of theorem 3.13 in [6]), etc.); on the other hand 
the games considered in [6] are simultaneous and nondeterministic, and thus the 
proof in [6] not only needed (among others) somewhat "richer" families of the 
functions x and F(X/>JC, h
r
itX instead of xl, F% but also it had to be based on special 
"local" equilibrium point result (theorem 2.3 in [6]). Another difference consists in 
the definitions of the values of the functions / (cf. § 4.2 with part 2° of the proof 
3.13 in [6]), and in the corresponding "technical" details of both the proofs. 
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